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Zing KLEEN-UP
Cleans • Protects • Polishes

Use Zing KLEEN-UP @ 1 oz. per gallon cold water in a mop bucket
or Automatic Scrubber anytime you clean your floor. KLEEN-UP 
not only cleans it polishes leaving a protective coating that traps
dirt and will at minimum leave a sheen on an unfinished floor such as LVT or a high shine on floors with floor finish.

Daily Cleaner

No. 981

If using an automatic scrubber we suggest a medium grade hair 
pad or Blue Blend Burnish Pad by Americo. 

If you burnish your floor use KLEEN-UP diluted 4 oz. in a spray
bottle filled 3/4 with cold water.



 

 - This is an all-purpose room at a church. Floor was dirty and finish had heavy scratches.  
If you are even think of stripping your floor, check out “Low Speed Side to Side 
Method” By using Zing Floor Prep you may be able to restore your floor 
without stripping.

Floor looks Great! We will Keep it that way without Stripping

Prepare Mop Bucket or Automatic Scrubber - You will use Zing KLEEN-UP
At 1 oz. per gallon cold water.



 

Mix Zing KLEEN-UP
1 oz. per gallon 

For Mop Buckets

                and 
Automatic Scrubbers



 

Before Dust Mopping - Treat dust mop with Zing Dust Control. Dust 
Control should be used daily, Dust Control not only holds the dust and 
dirt to the mop it flocculates the dirt so that it sticks together. You will 
actually pick up more dust and dirt by using Zing Dust Control.

Dust Mop or Vacuum - to pick up loose dirt, dust and debris. Use a 
scraper to remove anything stuck to the floor.



 

Automatic Scrubber -  We are using Blue Blend Burnish Pad 
by Americo.



 

Rinse the floor utilizing Zing Floor Prep diluted 1 oz. per gallon cold water.
You will notice the floor is clean and still has shine, Shine means we did not 
remove the finish that was already present on the floor.

Apply solution - Apply Zing KLLEN-UP to the floor to CLEAN * PROTECT 
and POLISH your floor.



Use Zing KLEEN-UP every time you clean your floor and it should stay not 
only looking great, protected also. If for any reason the floor gets scuffed or 
scratched follow the Spray Clean Procedure that utilizes KLEEN-UP with a 
burnisher to remove the scuffs and scratches. If you want to add more coats of 

Burnishing - If you plan on burnishing, if you burnish dry you will cause 
powdering and you will start removing floor finish. You should never burnish 
dry no matter what process you follow. If floor finish is present do not burnish 
dry. Use Zing KLEEN-UP diluted 4 oz. in a quart spray bottle filled 3/4 with 
cold water.  Apply with a high speed burnisher equipped with a Medium Grade 
Hair Pad or Americo Blue Blend Burnish pad it enhances the look and it 
makes floors safe.

Zing KLEEN-UP measured 4 oz. into quart bottle filled 3/4 with cold water.


